Computed tomographic guidance stereotaxis in the management of lesions of the third ventricular region.
The initial management strategies for lesions of the 3rd ventricular region are often controversial. Current techniques for computed tomographic guidance stereotaxis allow accurate access to any intracranial point. A Brown-Roberts-Wells stereotactic system was used as a technical adjunct in the initial management of 42 mass lesions of the 3rd ventricular region. Objectives included biopsy, culture, aspiration, visualization, and installment of drainage conduits. Forty-five point placements were accomplished, and 140 tissue specimens were retrieved without complication. The pathological diagnosis was substantiated in all cases and included lesions of developmental (1 case), neoplastic (31 cases), and infectious (10 cases) origins. Information based on stereotactic assessment provided a rational substrate for the initiation of management, which included craniotomy, cerebrospinal fluid diversion, radiotherapy, chemotherapy, and antibiotic or antiviral therapies. Based on this experience, it is apparent that these methods offer acceptably safe and accurate access to lesions of the entire 3rd ventricular region. Histological or microbiological diagnosis without the need for craniotomy may be readily realized and offers logical guidance for therapeutic strategies. Dependent on the pathological condition, definitive treatment may be achieved.